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ABSTRACT 
QUANTIFYING THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF PRODUCT VARIETY ON 
KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES-A SIMULATION STUDY 
TRIVIKRAM H RAO 
December 02,2008 
In today's market customers are increasingly demanding a greater number 
of options in the products they purchase. Offering products in greater variety 
helps industries cater to a wider range of customers. However, at the same time, 
this product proliferation is creating new problems for manufacturers. The effect 
of an increase in the variants of a product on the supply chain and production 
operations is largely unknown. Understanding this affect along with the benefits 
of increased product variety on the company's market share would greatly assist 
industries in making a return on investment analysis. 
In this thesis, we develop a simulation model of the production operations 
of a typical manufacturing company, and study the effect of changing product 
variety on these operations. This is done by determining the variation in the key 
performance indicators (KPls) such as product cycle time, work-in-process (WIP) 
IV 
and resource utilization when changes are made to the variety of the products 
manufactured. 
This thesis consists of three simulation models representing three different 
scenarios in a manufacturing environment. The models built using the simulation 
software-ARENA, compare the three production strategies employed to cater to 
the current variety and when new variety is added to the current mix. The first 
model represents the current manufacturing design. The model parameters and 
outputs were compared with the real manufacturing setting to make sure it is 
consistent. The second model represents a scenario where changes and 
additions are made to the initial design, to meet the production requirements of 
the new product mix. No changes are made to accommodate the takt time 
requirements of the customer. In the third simulation model design changes are 
made so as to meet takt time requirements and thus satisfy the required 
throughput rules. The three models are then compared to see which one 
performs the best in terms of meeting customer requirements and KPls. Based 
on the results we believe that changing product variety can have a significant 
impact on an industry's manufacturing operations and significant investments 
might be required to mitigate these effects. 
v 
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With the globalization of consumer markets customers are receiving a wide array 
of choices for each product and each service they desire. Monopolies have 
almost ceased to exist, and industries can no longer take refuge in an 
environment where customers have to acquire products or services only from 
them. As a result of this competition between companies, customers are now 
able to choose from among many options. Companies are trying to compete with 
each other and thus survive in the market. One of the strategies they are 
adopting to achieve this is providing more and more options in every product to 
the customer. At the same time though, this increasing variety in the products is 
leading to what is known as product complexity. Every time a new variant is 
added to an existing product mix it impacts the entire facility. It makes an 
enormous impact on factors such as the production methods used, resource 
requirements and supply chain management. Much research is being conducted 
in various industries to determine the factors that lead to product complexity and 
on how these complications impact the production and supply chain operations of 
manufacturers and service providers. Various approaches that can be used to 
address product complexity in different scenarios are also being explored. 
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In this research we have considered the scenario in a real time assembly 
company, which recently added new variants to the range of products it 
manufactures for its customer with full-fledged production to begin in a few 
months time. As a result of the introduction of this new variety to the existing mix, 
the company is planning to make many equipment and process changes to 
accommodate this new product, thus resulting in significant investments. Hence, 
the central idea of this research is to analyze the effects that changes to the 
existing variety can have on operational parameters such as production cycle 
times, resource utilization, WIP Inventory. 
OVERVIEW OF EMCIEN CORPORATION 
Emcien Inc. is an analytics software company that helps discrete 
manufacturing companies improve their profit margins by managing their product 
mix across their entire supply chain. Emcien provides unique on-demand 
solutions to product managers enabling them to monitor product configurations 
and feature mix options' popularity. Emcien breaks down the sales data of a 
company at the product option level, to establish the company's high and low 
demand configurations and the association between features that affect its profit 
margins. 
With Emcien capturing the impact of product configuration on sales and 
market share, if the company could simultaneously evaluate the impact a change 




operations, this would enable them to make a return on investment (RDI) 
analysis for the investments necessitated by the change in product mix. 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
This Thesis develops and compares three simulation models representing 
different manufacturing scenarios. The first model corresponds to the current 
setting of the company and the other two models represent two different 
scenarios where design and equipment changes are made to the current set-up 
to accommodate new variety in the process which the company plans to add to 
its production line. 
These three models are evaluated to determine under which conditions 
the assembly setting would perform better. This is achieved by comparing the 
KPls for each process. 
This method of comparison although used for assembly operations in this 
case, can be extended to different manufacturing and service industries by 
making required changes to operation parameters and KPls assessed. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
In order to ensure the reliability of the models created, the current setting 
was studied and data was collected on: 
Existing product variety and the new variants . 
Assembly process performance measures such as operation cycle 
times, downtimes, scrap rate, rework rate. 
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• Changes due to introduction of new variant such as equipment 
changes and process modifications. 
The data collected was analyzed and distributions were fit to processing times for 
all operations. The company gets tires, wheels and other required parts from 
external suppliers and assembles them in its plant, sequences them in the order 
the customer (automobile manufacturing company) requires and delivers it to 
them in a JIT method. The firm has already applied several lean principles such 
as JIT manufacturing, one-piece flow, pull system of ordering, zero set up times 
and modularization 
The entire assembly process is depicted in the Process Flow Diagram in 
Figure 1. The operations performed on the assembly line are: 
Order Generation (Not shown in Figure 1): The command to produce the next 
ordered configuration is generated in this step. 
Tire Loading: The tires received from the suppliers are loaded on to the 
conveyers. 
Tire Heater: Here the tire is heated to around 70-75° F to increase its elasticity 
and make the mounting process easier. 
Tire Soap Application: Soap, a mixture of water and lubricant, is applied to the 
tire surface that comes in contact with the wheel. This is done to make the 
mounting process easier and avoid damage to the tire and wheel while mounting. 
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TPM/Rubber Stem Application: Here depending on if the tire is a road or spare 
tire, a tire pressure monitor (TPM) or rubber stem is loaded on to the wheel. 
TPMS Torque: The TPMs are torqued to fit into the wheel properly. 
Wheel Soap Application: Soap is applied to the wheel surfaces in a station 
before the drop gate. 
Drop Gate: It is at this stage that the tire comes in contact with the wheel for the 
first time. Here the tire is placed on the wheel. 
Mounting: In this operation the tire is mounted on the wheel 
Matching: The high point of the tire is matched with the low point of the wheel 
and vice versa. This is done to minimize geometry variations within the assembly 
due to irregularities in the tire and wheel shape. 
Inflation: Here the tire is inflated with air to the required pressure. 
Spare Tire Operation (Not shown in Figure 1): Spare tire is sent to the spare tire 
inventory. 
Load Simulator: The assembly is tested for uniformity of shape by simulating 
road conditions. 
RFV (Radial Force variation) Testing: The assembly is tested for force 
variations in the radial direction due to irregularities in shape and air pressure in 
the assembly. There are two such units in the production line. 
Primary Balancer: At this stage the assembly is tested for load exerted by the 
rotating assembly due to irregularities in weight of the tires and wheels. There 
are two Primary Balancers in the production line. 
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Weight Application: Weights are applied on the wheel to correct the imbalance 
in load detected at the primary balancers. There are two Load application centers 
in the assembly line. 
Audit balancers: The assemblies are again tested for imbalance after weight 
application. 
Assembly Inspection and TPMS Re-torque: The assembly is checked for any 
irregularities and the TPM is re-torqued to account for any changes that might 
have occurred during assembly and testing. 
Full Set and Barcode Application: Here the assembly is inspected once again 
and a barcode generated after scanning the TPM id is applied on the assembly 
for assembly identification. 
Film Apply and Stacking: A plastic film is applied on one side of the assembly 
to prevent moisture from entering into the assembly. Finally the assemblies are 
stacked in sets of five (four road tires and one spare tire) and sent to the gantry 
from where they are sent to the customer. 
Processing times for each of these operations were tabulated and 




In this chapter, we review past research on product complexity, its causes 
and effects. Also the various approaches researchers suggest and companies 
have taken to overcome Product Complexity issues are studied. We also note 
how simulation has been used as a tool in the past to analyze the impact product 
proliferation has on manufacturing related activities. 
Randall and Ulrich (2001) define product variety as, "the number of 
different versions of a product offered by a firm at a single point in time." In other 
words, the greater the product variety, the larger is the number of options that are 
made available to the customer within a specific product. 
Appelqvist (2005) gives a similar definition of product variety. Citing from a 
paper by Ulrich (1995) he defines product variety as the diversity of products that 
an operations system provides to the market place. He then makes it more 
specific by providing the classification of product variety as external product 
variety, internal product variety and technical product variety and then quoting 
their definitions from different researchers. External variety, as defined by Fisher 
and Ittner (1999), is the range of choice offered to customers and can be 
estimated by multiplying all possible features offered. Appelqvist (2005) gives Pil 
and Holweg's (2004) description of internal variety as the range of different 
variants that are handled in each production step. Technical variety, per Fujimoto 
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et al. (2003), refers to the diverse design methodologies and manufacturing 
processes necessary to achieve product variety. 
Product complexity is the overall complicatedness involved in the 
manufacture of a product or stipulation of a service. This product complexity 
results in the proliferation of products, parts and suppliers and multiplying of 
processes executed in the course of production of end goods (Garg et ai, 1999). 
Zhang et al (2003) define product complexity based on some common 
properties of complex systems identified by Simon (1962) namely hierarchy, 
interaction, and embedded coordination. 
Child et al (1991) mention that high degrees of customizations, 
implementation of total quality control procedures and development of high 
powered information systems all end up creating highly complex businesses. 
They discuss some circumstances that can lead to complexity such as broader 
product lines, addition of multiple departments to the existing business system 
causing unbalanced hikes in product prices and structural factors such as multi-
layered decision making levels. 
Child et al (1991) also observe that only around 20 percent of a typical 
company's products make up almost 80 percent of its sales and even though 
many companies attribute up to 30 percent of their costs to product variety, these 
investments result in an overall increase of only 3 percent in sales. They also 
identify some of the symptoms for identifying complexity in the system and 
classify them as physical and organizational symptoms. 
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Sivadasan et al (2000) describe the ways in which increasing product 
variety translates into information complexity issues by investigating the various 
methods of information transfer among organizations. The authors suggest that 
customers transfer their complexity to suppliers by: making alterations to existing 
orders, varying initially ordered quantities, changing previous priorities, revoking 
orders, and revising specifications. Suppliers principally export complexity to 
clients through the transportation of material via inconsistent delivery quantities 
or lead times and end products with low quality. 
Fisher et al (1999) conduct a series of experiments using data from a 
plant's production operations. The empirical analysis implied that product mix 
variability amplifies overhead hours, rework, inventory and the excess labor 
capacity assigned to workstations to provide slack against variability. From their 
analyses the authors conclude that option variability has a significantly greater 
negative impact on labor productivity than the average number of options. 
Kekre and Srinivasan (1990) conducted research on the pros and cons of 
having high product variety over a sample of 1400 business units by examining 
the impact of 'product line breadth' on the various facets of marketing and 
production such as market share, manufacturing costs and profitability. 
MacDuffie et al (1996) test the effect of product variety on plant 
performance measures such as labor productivity and consumer perceived 
product quality by considering four measures of product complexity namely 
model mix complexity, parts complexity, option content and option variability. 
They conclude that most of the product complexity measures do not have a 
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negative impact on labor productivity or quality. They observed that there is a 
persistent and statistically significant negative effect of parts complexity on 
productivity and that lean production methods give plants the capability to handle 
the product variety more effectively. 
Harrington (2006) states that, excessive complexity causes a "logistics 
double whammy"'. She suggests that process complexity results directly from the 
number of steps and inputs required to complete a process, which lets defects to 
creep into the supply chain. 
Srinivasan and Swaminathan (1997) explain the various challenges faced 
by the computer manufacturing industries in areas such as planning and 
operations management due to increase in product variety. They describe the 
concept of a feature-based product line and the issues related to its operations 
such as forecasting, product transition, upgrading products, parts planning, final 
assembly and interplant coordination. They say that such issues make the 
production process more complex and thus increase operational expenses. 
Increase in product variety makes each product development project very 
complex, thereby aggravating the difficulty in estimating the resulting product 
content and time of volume production. They also list other factors impacted by 
increasing product variety such as pricing assessments, marketing and 
production synchronization, choosing of the right modular designs and quantity, 
position of components and final assembly plants and distribution centers. 
Child et al (1991) advocate that to optimize the product variety offered, 
modularizing the product design, and simplification and standardization of the 
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procedures and components used can be employed. This leads to higher quality, 
lower costs, and improved capacity utilization. 
Srinivasan et al (1997) suggest that, to overcome the difficulties in 
maintaining a feature-based product Line, such as the uncertainty in demand, 
quick response to demand etc manufacturers are integrating functional 
constraints while designing the end product, delaying product differentiation 
during assembly, incorporating information sharing in the organization and 
across the supply chain, clustering products into product families or are exploiting 
similarities in components and manufacturing processes and using decision 
support tools for forecasting and parts planning. Using quantitative models and 
analyzing the process as stochastic, one can tackle difficulties in estimation of 
product content and production volumes. The authors direct the reader's 
attention to Dietrich et ai's (1995) suggestion that parts planning problems can be 
assuaged by formulating them as linear programs for deterministic demands and 
Srinivasan et ai's (1992) proposal to use stochastic programs with heuristic 
solutions for stochastic demands. 
Fisher et al (1995) give a good general description of some of the 
approaches to handle product variety and manufacturing flexibility by studying 
the correlation of plant productivity with the measures of variety in the product 
mix. They studied the aspects of variety challenges, technical capabilities and 
organizational capabilities of the companies adapting different strategies such as 
mass production, craft production and lean production. The authors conclude by 
suggesting that product complimentarity can help attain throughput gains. They 
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strongly support parts sharing across product classes and investing in flexible 
production systems. They advise that organizational flexibility can lead to better 
utilization of human resources and mitigate the need for in-process buffers. Also 
companies need a market strategy to successfully minimize "market defects", i.e. 
product varieties that customers do not want. 
Vano and Rachamadugu (1991) try to address sequencing problems for 
jobs involving several combinations of product options on a paced assembly line 
(jobs arriving at the workstation at equal intervals of predetermined duration) so 
as to minimize the total work overload. The authors state that the integrity of a 
predetermined input sequence is difficult to maintain in practical situations 
because defects in some processes necessitate rework. 
Pil and Holweg (2004) discuss the relation between internal variety 
(variety involved in creating the product) and external variety (variety offered to 
the customer) and the various strategies adopted in production-to-forecast and 
production-to-order environments to alleviate the undesired effects of increasing 
variety. The authors analyzed strategies such as mutable support structures, 
modularization, option bundling and late configuration adopted by manufacturers 
to alleviate the negative effects of variety. 
Jina et al (1997) compare the features of high variety low volume (HVLV) 
systems with lean manufacturing companies. They give suggestions to tackle 
issues such as turbulence in schedule, product mix, volume and design, and 
management of manufacturing system with examples from various industries. 
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Lee and Tang (1997) give a detailed explanation of three approaches to 
solve product complexity problems by redesigning the end user commodities or 
manufacturing procedures so as to delay the differentiation point so that the WIP 
inventory does not get entrusted to a particular finished product until later stages 
of the process. The three approaches described are: standardization, 
modularization of design and reorganizing the process structure. 
Novak and Eppinger (2001) exhibit the relation between product 
complexity and vertical integration of production using empirical data from 
automobile manufacturing firms. 
Randall and Ulrich (2001) analyze the association between product variety 
and supply chain makeup and the impact of corresponding product variety with 
supply chain structure on firm performance. They say that two types of costs are 
induced by variety: production costs and market mediation costs. Corresponding 
to these two types of costs they classify variety as production dominant variety 
and mediation dominant variety. 
Loveland, Monkman and Morrice (2007) explain a new production 
scheduling algorithm adopted by Dell Inc. to overcome the problem of 
degradation in production rates in a manufacturing center designed to support its 
"assemble-to-order" business model. This helped limit the increase in the number 
of set-ups and thus avoided degradation of production rates by an anticipated 
20% due to the doubling of production variety and a projected increase in 
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demand by 13%. It also helped accomplish an effective production volume 
increase of over 35%. 
Danese and Romano (2005) describe how they developed and 
implemented a method of using planning bills and modularization of products to 
tackle high product variety and recurrent product alterations for Finn-Power Italia 
from Scandinavia. 
Tynjala and Eloranta (2007) analyze the effect of product variation and 
demand distributions over the demand supply network. The 5 DSN Analysis 
methods they mention are: optimization, analytic hierarchy processes, control 
theory, discrete event simulation and petri net. From their analysis, they suggest 
that the fewer the variants in a product, the more constructive it is for final 
assembly. 
Swaminathan and Nitsch (2007) in their paper refer to the role of the 
location of sequencing point of components in the manufacturing environment in 
catering to product variety. The authors define and describe the four ways a 
sequencing point can be positioned in the manufacturing facility depending on 
the product variety and structure and the lead time constraints and discuss the 
advantages, disadvantages and the various limitations posed on these 
sequencing points such as space feasibility, cycle time feasibility, selection 
feasibility and lead-time constraints. The authors conclude that we might be able 
to use discrete event simulation and analytical modeling to come up with a model 
to optimize the location of the sequencing point. 
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Yee (2002) demonstrates the use of simulation to build an order-to-
delivery (OTD) model. The important factors influencing the supply chain 
complexity are the number of merchandizing models and optional parts. He tests 
the effect of varying these on parameters such as customer wait time, conditions 
mismatch, and operational parts usage. 
Mahendrawathi et al (2006) use a simulation model of the supply chain 
system of a multi-national company to analyze the effect of increasing product 
variety on supply chain performance. From their analYSis they determined that an 
increase in product variety has a detrimental impact on flow times and inventory 
for systems with high lead times and demand uncertainty resulting in poor supply 
chain performance. 
FINDINGS FROM LITERATURE REVIEW 
It is evident from the review of existing literature that changing product 
variety has been an area of focus for a considerable period of time. Various 
approaches have been tried to analyze the impact of increasing product variety 
on industry performance with special focus on the supply chain and information 
complexity. Child et al (1991) and Sivadasan et al (2000) explain how changing 
product mix impacts the business as a whole and by the addition of more 
processes and departments and increased information handling makes it more 
complex. Fisher et al (1999), Kekre and Srinivasan (1990) and Mac Duffie et al 
(1996) analyze the effect of product variety on Production Performance 
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measures such as productivity, rework rate, manufacturing costs and product 
quality. 
Fisher et al (1995) suggests several lean and other strategies most 
manufacturing companies can adopt to mitigate product variety effects. Fisher et 
al (1995) concentrate mainly on production strategies while Harrington (2006), 
Srinivasan et al (1997) and Swaminathan and Nitsch (2007) examine how 
product complexity issues can be assuaged in the supply chain. 
A number of methods such as discrete time models (Lee and Tang 
(1997)), mathematical programming (Yano and Rachamadugu (1991 )), 
scheduling algorithms (Loveland et al (2007)) and planning bills (Danese and 
Romano (2005)) have been used to establish and solve production issues due to 
product variety. Also, computer simulation is widely used to evaluate supply 
chain complexity and the influence of product mix variation on it (Yee (2002) and 
Mahendrawathi et al (2006)). 
Simulation has not been used extensively to investigate the impact of 
changing product variety on production operations. Use of simulation models in 
determining this effect will help companies analyze the impact of adding or 
eliminating variants to a production line. 
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CHAPTER III 
OPERATIONS MODEL I 
OVERVIEW 
Model 1 represents the current manufacturing scenario in the plant. The 
simulation model is built in Arena as a discrete-event, stochastic model. In the 
current setting the plant manufactures 32 different types of tire wheel assemblies. 
The 32 variations are combinations of different types of 16 and 17 inch tires and 
wheels with varying parameters such as material composition, design, etc. The 
plant runs for 20 hours a day and five days a week. The simulation is run for 10 
replications and each replication length equal to 200 days. 
MODELING ASSUMPTIONS 
The following assumptions are made in the simulation model 
• Order schedule is not subject to change 
• No set up times for different varieties 
• The same type of spare tire is used for all assembly sets 
• Spare tire storage has unlimited capacity 
• All spare tires use rubber stems and all road tires use TPMs 
• Processing times are the same for 16 and 17 inch tires 
• Cumulative scrap/rework rate is used for assemblies for all operations 
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• Infinite supply of tires, wheels and other parts is assumed 
• Equipment downtime due to maintenance has been ignored 
• Infinite queue lengths are allowed at all processes. In reality, queue lengths are 
finite resulting in downtimes due to line stoppages when queue holding capacity 
is reached. These have been ignored 
• Transfer times between stations have been ignored 
• The order of processing is first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND APPROACH 
Features from the basic and advanced process modules and the blocks 
module are used. The following sections describe the construction of Model 1. 
ORDER GENERATION SUBMODEL 
The orders for Road and Spare Assemblies are created in this Submodel. 
Create Module: 1st Order 
The "1 st Order" Create module generates the first order to start the 
process. This module creates only one entity and then stops. This module was 
created only to supplement the actual order generating Create module- "Order 
Created" (explained later) so that the condition in the Hold module-"Hold Order" 
(explained later) can be accommodated. 
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Create i L'~ 
I 
Name EntillY Type: 
=hn='=.n:=.m=---------ij"""l IOrder 1 ij 
Time Between Arrivals 
Type: Value: Unit$: 
I Random (Expo] ij 1":'1'----- rIS-e-co-nd-s---ij"'" 
Entities per Arrival: Max Arrivals: First Creation: 
b 100 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 2. Create Module: 1 st Order 
ReadWrite Module: Read Order Data 
The details of the order are read from an excel file by the ReadWrite 
module. The parameters read are Order Number, Assembly Type, Order 




Type: Arena File Name: 
rl R-e-ad-f-rom-FII-e----iJ--.... IAssembly Orders' 




Attribute. Assembly Type 
Variable, OrderQuantity 
Attribute. Tire Type 
Attribute. WheelT ype 







Figure 3. ReadWrite Module: Read Order Data 
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The file module, "Assembly Orders1" stores the excel file location. 
Figure 4. File Module: Assembly Orders1 
Assembly Ordersl - Recordsets 
Recordsets in file: fiecordset Name: 
r-R-ec-o-rd-se-t-N.;;..ame-----.-N-am-e-d--Ra-nge---- IRecordset 2 
Orderlnfo Orderlnfo Named Range: 
II 
Entel the named range in the Excel workbook 
that the recordset refers to. 
Add/Update I 
------' 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 5. Recordsets: Assembly Orders1 
An Attributes Element is used with the ReadWrite module to define some 
attributes in the ReadWrite module as "Strings" to allow non numerical data. 
Attributes Element 
Attributes: 
,Assembt T e" Str 
2, TireType." String 
3, WheelT ype, .. String 
. Assembly Type ... String 






Figure 6. Attributes Element 
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Assign Module: Assign Assembly Characteristics 




Variable, Manufactured uantit ,0 Add. .. 
<End of list> 
Edit... 
Delete 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 7. Assign Module: Assign Assembly Characteristics 
Record Module: Record Orders Processed 
This module records the number of orders generated throughout the 
simulation and gives a total count of orders processed at the end of the run. 
Record l 
Name: Type: 
~llimii£lli.mlt.i!"!iiltimmmiimtIi!i4ii!-ii.I--:3~· I Count 
Value: 
r Record into Set 
Counter Name: 
IOrders Processed 3 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 8. Record Module: Record Orders Processed 
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Dispose Module: Order Manufactured 
The order generated finally leaves the system through this module. 
Dispose 
Name: 
r Record Entity Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 9. Dispose Module: Order Manufactured 
Once the required number of assemblies are created, tested and sent to 
the stacker, the next order is generated and processed as follows: 
Create module: Order Created 
After the "1 st Order" module creates the first order to initiate the system, 
this module creates the remaining orders at one every minute. The time required 
to complete order processing is stochastic and cannot be pre-determined due to 
varying parameters such as order quantities, processing times and downtimes. 
Create 
; l~ ___ 
! 
Name Ent~y Type: 
I?ilt.n:jjij.tlIiii~;;o:w.l!fijiiO: ------3' IOrder 
Time Between Arrivals 
Type: Value: U~s 
I Random (Expo) 31r:-1 --- 'IM-inu-te-s --3--. ..  
Entities per Arrival: Max Arrivals' First Crealion 
11 I Infinite 100 
CJJK:J Cancel Help 
Figure 10. Create module: Order Created 
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Hold Module: Hold Order 
This holds orders generated in the "Order Created" module. The type of 
hold is defined as "Infinite Hold" as the order generated cannot be sent until the 
number of assemblies required per the previous order is processed. 
Hold I ... ~ 
Name: Type: 




IHoid Order.Queue ij 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 11. Hold Module: Hold Order 
Remove module: Place Next Order 
Once assemblies required by the current order are created, a signal sent 
to this module removes and places the next order from the "Hold Order" Module. 
Remo~ 
Name: 
Queue Name: Rank of Erdy: 
II""'H-old~O:-rd~er~.Q-ue-ue---iJ....., I' 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 12. Remove module: Place Next Order 
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Assign Module: Update Manufactured Quantity 
The entity that is used to send a signal to this module also updates the 
variable "Manufactured Quantity" to zero for the new order through the "Update 





allable, ManufacturedQuanll1 ,0 Add ... 
< E nd of list> 
Edit 
Delete 
cYif:l Cancel I Help 
Figure 13. Assign Module: Update Manufactured Quantity 
PROCESS FLOWCHART OF ORDER GENERATION SUBMODEL: 
InIs EJ 
lIalIfd01J ~ ~T>lI 
>II rAT)lI 
10. =i~ ,. .... w. 
-
I J , (!. ff~ u 
'SlOW fIIIr;tlrtll 1!~' ,~,~ -~ 'Omrm : ftDaej 
I 
• i ~I 
-
lila I 
I ...... ~"fl Q.r~' I ... 
Figure 14. Order Generation Submodel 
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TIRE LINE OPERATIONS SUBMODEL 
All the pre-assembly operations performed on the tire are done here. 
Create Module: Load Tires 
This module creates entities of type-UTire", one of the two main entities 
that form the assembly. The inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed with a 
mean of 11 seconds. This avoids explosion of WIP due to high processing times 
at some stations (as line stoppages due to the bottle-neck cycle times are not 
considered here to maintain its simplicity). 
Create #7' 
Name: Entity Type: 
ITire :!J 
. Time Between Arrivals 
. Type: Value: Units: 
I Random (Expo) :!JI r"1~1 ---- I Seconds :!J. 
Entities per Arrival: Mall Arrivals: First Creation: 
11 1 Infinite 11 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 15. Create Module: Load Tires 
Assign Module: Assign Tire Type 
This module assigns the type of tire used and the type of assembly that 
will be formed when the tire and wheel come together from the data read by the 
ReadWrite module-uRead Order Data". This replicates the actual system where 






Attribute, TlleT e TlleT e 
Attribute. Assembly Type, Assembly Type 






Figure 16. Assign Module: Assign Tire Type 
Process Module: Tire Heater 
This module simulates the tire being heated to around 70-75° F. This 
process is set at a constant delay of 10 seconds. 
Process "~'j" I l~~~ 
Name: Type: 
111TtI:m$ iJ I Standard iJ 
Logic 
Action: Priority: 
I Seize Delay Release iJ I Medium(2) iJ 
Resources: r-' .... '- Add ... Edit ... < E nd of list> 
Delete 
Delay Type: Units: Allocation: 
I Constant iJ ISeconds iJ IV"lue Added iJ 
Value: 
110 
P Report Statistics 
. 
OK Cancet Help 
Figure 17. Process Module: Tire Heater 
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Process Module: Tire Soaper 
This process has a uniform delay with a minimum of 9 seconds and a 




liilfWl!tlJ iJ I Standald iJ 
Logic 
Action: PriOl~v: 
I Seize Delay Release iJ IMedlum(2) iJ 
Resources: f--- Add ... EdL <End of ~st> 
Delete 
Delay Type: Units: Allocation: 
IUn~orm iJ ISeconds iJ I Va .... e Added iJ 
Minimum: M~: 
19 111.4 
P Report Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 18. Process Module: Tire Soaper 
Process Flow Chart of Tire Line Operations Submodel: 
, 
~TIrK 
J, I I 
NMIlTlrt1"~ T1rtHYtr TlrtSQaper ~ 
! I 
Figure 19. Process Flow Chart of Tire Line Operations Submodel 
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WHEEL LINE OPERATIONS SUBMODEL 
All the pre-assembly operations are performed on the wheel here. 
Create Module: Load Wheel 
This module creates entities of type-"Wheel", the second main entity which 
goes into the tire and wheel assembly. 
Create 
Name: Entity Type: 
liil!m-•• iiitiiimiiim--_"I -------3'. IWheel 
Time Between Arrivals 
Type: Value: Units: 
1 Random (Expo) :o::J 11.1:------ '-1 S-ec-o-nd-s ---3-"· 
Entities per Arrival: Max Arrivals: First Creation: 
11 r-1----11 Infinite 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 20. Create Module: Load Wheel 
The inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed with a mean of 11 
seconds. This value was set to avoid explosion of WIP due to high processing 
times at some stations (such as the "Load Tire" create module). 
Assign Module: Assign Tire Type 
This module assigns the type of wheel and the type of assembly that will 
be formed when the tire and wheel come together. Also, an additional variable-







Variable, OrderNumber, OrderNumber 
Attribute, Assembly Type, Assembly Type Ed't 
<End of list> I ... 
Delete 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 21. Assign Module: Assign Tire Type 
Decide Module: Road or Spare Wheel 
This module checks to see if the order is for a road or for spare assembly. 
The type of decision here is "2-way by Condition". The module checks the value 
of the variable-"OrderNumber" assigned to the wheel in the assign module 
"Assign Wheel Type" If it has a value of "Zero" (indicating it is a spare wheel), the 
wheel is sent to the next Spare tire processing step-" Load Stem". If not, the 
wheel goes to the Road Tire operation of "Load TPM". 
Decide I 
Name: Type: 








OK Cancel Help 
Figure 22. Decide Module: Road or Spare Wheel 
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Process Module: Load Stem 
If the decide module- "Road or Spare Wheel" determines that the wheel is 
a "Spare", the entity is sent to the "Load Stem" process where it gets processed 
with a delay of "1 O+EXPO (0.313)" seconds. 
Process I 
Name: Type1 
Imm.m ~ iStanda,d 
logic 
Action: Priorit: 
1':""1 Se-'2e-::-D--'-ela-::~ R::-:ele-as-e ------~-,. I Medllm(2) 
Resources: 
<End of hst> [i;g.;'U2 •• ..$.dd ... 
tdiL 
[)eiete 
DeI~ Type: Units: AlIocfion: 
Ir:-Ex-pre-ss-,on---~-'. I':""jSec-o-nd-s ---~--,. ,-IValu--,-el-:A-dd-ed--~---,. 
Expression: 
110+ EXPD(0313) ~ 
r.; Repolt Statistics 
OK C'4e1 I Help 
Figure 23. Process Module: Load Stem 
Process Modules: Load TPM, TPM Scan and Torque and Wheel Orient 
Wheels determined to be "Road Assemblies" go through the following 
processes: 
Process Module: Load TPM 
Delay = 7+2.67*BETA (0.767,1.12) 
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Proc~s 
·.·";l, I l~" 
Name: Type; 
ImmJ :::oJ I Standard :::oJ 
Logic 
Action: Prio/i\Y: 
I Seize Delay Release :::oJ IMedium(2) :::oJ 
Resources: 
r&II ..... AdcL 
~djL 
<End of htt> 
Itlelete 
Delay Type Units: AJIoc~ion 
I E "pression :::oJ I Seconds :::oJ 1 Value Added :::oJ 
EXpleooion: 
17. 2.67' BETA(O.767, 112) :::oJ 
~ Report Statistics 
OK Canj:el Help 
Figure 24. Process Module: Load TPM 
Process Module: TPM Scan and Torque 











<End of hst> 
Eoilit 
Delay Type: Units: Alocatbn: 
'-1 E-xp-re-s.,-on----iJ-. r-IS-ec-on-d-, ----iJ..., rIV-alue---A-dd-ed---iJ-' 
El<J)!ession: 
18.03. LOGN(1.95. 1 12) 
~ Repo!t Statistics 
[---OQ Cancoll Help 
Figure 25. Process Module: TPM Scan and Torque 
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Process Module: Wheel Orient 




liilnnniim_;;;;_I;;:;.Dii_iiiii""j -----------..:11... I Standard 
Logic 
Action: 
I Seize Delay Release 
Resources: 
Resource, Ollent Stallon, 1 
<End of list> 
Delay Type: Units: 
I Normal ..:1 I Seconds 
Value (Mean): 
1681 
P Report Statistics 
Priority: 









Figure 26. Process Module: Wheel Orient 
Process Module: Wheel Soaper 
..:1 
Help 
After their respective operations, both road and spare tires go through this 
operation with a delay of "8.62+2.38*BETA (1.88, 1.15)" seconds. 
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Process 0:0/': I l~'" 
Name: Type: 
l&!dmUMii!i4 iJ IStandard iJ 
Logic 
Action: Priority: 
I Seize Delay Release iJ I Medium(2) iJ 
Resources: [;t\I"iGWiD Add.", 
Edit. 
<End of ~st> 
Delete 
Delay Type: Units: AUocation: 
IE xpression iJ ISeconds iJ IValueAdded iJ 
Expression: 
1862 + 2038' BETA(188, 115) iJ 
P Report Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 
00 00000__0_000 _ 000_0 __ o __ , ooo_.~o.o_.o. 
"" •• ~.W o •• 
Figure 27. Process Module: Wheel Soaper 
Process Flowchart of Wheel Line Operations Submodel: 
Figure 28. Wheel Line Operations Submodel 
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ASSEMBLY AND INFLATION SUB MODEL 
All assembly steps are performed here to form Road or Spare Assemblies. 
Match Module: Tire and Wheel Arrive 
Here one tire and one wheel are matched per the assembly type assigned 
Match I ll}· 
Name: Number to Match: 
liil!~;!.'~mE1~ iJ 12 iJ 
Type: Attribute Name: 
I Based on Attribute iJ IAssembly Type iJ 
OK Cancel Help I 
~~,,' 
Figure 29. Match Module: Tire and Wheel Arrive 
Batch Module: Drop Gate 
Here a tire and wheel come together to form a single entity called as "TW 
Assembly" (TW~ Tire and Wheel). The batch size is "two" (1 tire + 1 wheel), the 
batching rule is "Any Entity" and batch criteria are same as the tire and wheel. 
Batch 
Name: Type: 
Irr.;;~_ . .. ;;;;.iii1~-----~-' I Permanent 
Batch Size: Save Cr~erion: 
1~2------- I Last 
Rule: 
IAnI' Entity 
Representative Entity Type: 
I T\tJ Assembly 
OK I Cancel 1 __ H_elp_....J 
Figure 30. Batch Module: Drop Gate 
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Process Module: Mount Tire on Wheel 
This module captures the resource used (Mounter) and its processing 
time. The delay here is specified as "2.05+5.95*BETA (1.59, 0.597)" seconds. 
Proc~ss 
~. ! I~mllltltii-Jm Type: 
I lo~ 
I ActlCfl PriorOy· 
'-IS-elZe-D-eiay-Ac-ele-.,-. ------ij--.? IMed'um(2) ij 
ResotMces r" ....... <End of Itst> Add Edit 
D~e 
DeJoy Type Unit,· A!ocOl'" 
'-1 E"P""':',.---="':"',,,,,---ij--'? '-,S.-con-ds---ij--'? '-Iv.-lu-. A-dded---ij--'? 
Expression' 
1205 + 5 95' BETAll 59 0597) 
W Report Statistics 
Figure 31. Process Module: Mount Tire on Wheel 
Process Module: Match Mark High Point with Low Point 
This has 1 "Matcher" resource with a "S.69+EXPO (0.734)" second delay. 
Proces. 
r~~·--------------Type 
I ~Izm!!ij .. ii;n~"jj.m:t't~:tilii]-it3il't~jiD;tMI!. Uftii·l, ----:ij~. IStandard ::oJ 
I L . 
: -Achon P, .. Oy 
.-Iset-ze-D-elay-R:-el-•• '.-------ij--.? IMedrum(2) 
Resources rim .... {End of ht> Add .. 
Edit.. 
Delel. 
Delay Type. Unit,. A!ocOliort 
'-1 E"P""':',---=e"':"',,,,,---ij--'?I '-S.-co-nd-, ----,~ '-IV-.lue-A-dde-d---ij--'? 
ElCpfession 
'" ReportS tOli,tle, 
Figure 32. Process Module: Match Mark High Point with Low Point 
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Process Module: Inflate Assembly 
The assembly is inflated here with a delay period of "5.56+3.9*BETA 





I Seize Delay Release 
ResoUlces: 
<End of list> 
r
iij.li;Uiti1ffid 




::::I I Seconds 
15.56 + 139" BETAI138. 1.82) 




::::I I Standard ::::I 
Priority: 





::::I Iv alue Added ::::I 
::::I 
Cancel Help 
Figure 33. Process Module: Inflate Assembly 
Process Flowchart of Assembly and Inflation Submodel: 
Figure 34. Assembly and Inflation Submodel 
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DECIDE MODULE: ROAD OR SPARE ASSEMBLY 
At this module, the assembly is checked to see if it is a "Road" or "Spare" 
Assembly. This is done similar to the Decide Module-"Road or Spare Wheel". If 
the variable-"OrderNumber" has a value of "Zero", it sends the assembly to the 
"Spare Assembly Operations Submodel". If not, it sends the assembly to the 
"Road Assembly Inspection Processes Submodel". 
Decide J 
Name: Type: 
ffiilliiimii.iii.iiii::tii$iiiii.itii~!:.;jiBiiijiimiiim~~----------:3::1 12.way by Condition 3 
If: Named: Is: 
r-IV-ar-ia-ble---3"'" IOrderNumber 1== 3 
Value: 
10 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 35. Decide Module: Road or Spare Assembly 
SPARE ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS SUBMODEL 
In this Submodel, the Spare Assembly related steps are performed. 
Decide module: Spare Assembly Good 
This module incorporates the first yield percentage for spare assemblies. 
It checks to see if the spare assembly is good. The event type here is "N-way by 
Chance" as there are three possible outcomes to this. The probability of this 
condition being true is same as the percent first yield of the assembly process, 
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89.64%. Around 8.68% of assemblies are found to be bad and scrapped. The 
remaining, 1.68% is sent for rework operations. 
Decide 
Name: Type: 





OK Cancel I Help 
Figure 36. Decide module: Spare Assembly Good 
Decide Module: Check Spare Manufactured Quantity 
This module checks if the "Good" spare assemblies manufactured meet 
the order quantity specified. The type is "2-way by condition". It checks if the 
condition "NQ(SpareTire.Queue) = OrderQuantity" is true (NQ~ Number in 
Queue) (SpareTire.Queue~ Entities held in queue for the Hold Module-"Spare 
Tire Storage"). If yes, a signal sent to the "Order Generation Submodel" 
generates the next order. If not, spare assembly manufacture continues. 
Decide 
Name: Type: 
ltillit£!jjjij=· _.~£iti ..tUM_tiilmltii-m.If[i!M!mftj!ij----~iJ::J... 12-wa,Y by Condition iJ 
If 
I Expression iJ 
Value: 
INQ(SpareTireQueueJ == OrderQuantit,Y 
OK Cancel I Help 
Figure 37. Decide Module: Check Spare Manufactured Quantity 
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Record Module: Record Spare Assemblies Manufactured 
This module records the total spare assemblies manufactured. The type of 
record here is specified as "Count" and the initial value of the counter is set to 1 . 
Record 11 
Name: Type: 
II.¥J.tm'.;Mw~mn1il!lwmiti£. -=oJ I Count 
Value: 
r Record into Set 
Counter Name: 
ISpare Assemblies Manufactured-=oJ 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 38. Record Module: Record Spare Assemblies Manufactured 
Record Module: Average Spare Tires in Inventory 
This records the average spare assembly inventory in the system. It is of 
type "Tally" and the value of the "DAVG(SpareTire.Queue.NumberlnQueue)" 
expression is the one being recorded (DAVG~Average Value). 
Record I i 
Name: Type: 
mm.~ I Expression 
Value: 
I DAVG(Spare T ire. Queue. NumberlnQ 
Tally Name: 
lAver age Spare Tires in Inventor}.-=oJ 
OK 
r Record into Set 
Cancel Help 
Figure 39. Record Module: Average Spare Tires in Inventory 
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Hold Module: Spare Tire Storage 
This acts as the storage for spare assemblies until they are required to 
form sets with a batch of four road tires. The assemblies are on "Infinite Hold" as 







[-OK-] Cancel H~ I 
.. .. 
Figure 40. Hold Module: Spare Tire Storage 
Record Module: Record Spare Assemblies Sent for Rework 
This module records the total number of spare tires sent for rework. 
Record llt.-" 
Value: 
r Record into Set 
Countel Name: 
ISpare Assemblies Sent for Rewa iJ 
OK Cancel I Help I 
Figure 41. Record Module: Record Spare Assemblies Sent for Rework 
Record Module: Record Spare Assemblies Scrapped 





r Record into Set 
Counter Name: 
Is pare Assemblies S cr apped :::oJ 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 42. Record Module: Record Spare Assemblies Scrapped 
Dispose Module: Spare Assembly Scrapped 
The scrapped spare assemblies exit the system through this module. 
Dispose 
Name: 
rv Record Entity Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 43. Dispose Module: Spare Assembly Scrapped 




Figure 44. Spare Assembly operations Submodel 
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ROAD ASSEMBLY INSPECTION PROCESSES SUBMODEL 
All the inspection processes and are performed on road assemblies here. 
Process Module: Load Simulator 
Here, the road assemblies undergo load simulation with a processing time 
of "0.12 + 7.88 * BETA(3.98, 1.44)" seconds. The resource used here is a 
Simulator. This is the first process to have a "Non-Value Added" allocation while 
all the previous process modules are "Value Added" as this is an inspection 




Im mf!jt!j1 :::J IStandard :::J 
Logic 
Action. Prior~y: 
I Selle Delay Release :::J 1M edrum[Zj :::J 
AesOlIces: 




Delay Type Units: AIIoc~ion: 
I Expression :::J I Seconds :::J I Non-Value Added :::J 
E>rpression: 
I012.788'BETA(398.144j :::J 
'" Repor' Statistics 
OK Cancel I Help I 
Figure 45. Process Module: Load Simulator 
Decide Module: Transfer Assembly for RFV Testing 
This module checks the availability of an RFV machine to send the next 
assembly for testing. It is of type "2-way by Condition". The condition it scans for 
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is "NQ(RFV Testing 2.Queue) >= 3". So, if the number of entities waiting in 
queue at the process module "RFV Testing 2" is greater than or equal to three, it 
sends the entity to module "RFV Testing 1". This is basically to split assemblies 
into the two RFV queues and also to ensure that there is no explosion of waiting 
entities at "RFV Testing 2" module, which has a higher processing time. 
Name: Type: 
IDlil't!tlt!iii· mMD-i·!+lIM!m!!~[llIJm!'1lJmi!,i*'Dmrmll'ir.1i1·rJ ----~-=:I:!J. 12-way by Condition-=:l 
It: 
I Expression -=:I 
Value: 
INQ(RFV Testing 2 Queue) )= 3 
Figure 46. Decide Module: Transfer Assembly for RFV Testing 
Process Modules: "RFV Testing 1" and "RFV testing 2" 
The next process in the system is RFV testing. There are two parallel 
stations, "RFV Station 1" and "RFV Station 2". The delay time for RFV Station 1 
which uses resource "RFV 1" is "15.4 + LOGN(0.717, 0.446)" seconds and that 
for RFV Station 2 using resource is "RFV 2" is Normal delay with a mean 17.31 
seconds and Standard Deviation of "0.83" seconds. The allocation for these two 















Delay Type: Units: Allocation: 
I Expression 
Expression: 
-=01 I Seconds -=01 1 N on·Value Added 
1154 + LOGN(0717. 0446) 
f;; Report Statistics 
[ OK Cancel Help 
Figure 47. Process Module: RFV Testing 1 
Process ?>«. : 
Name: Type: 
lili\Ufifi ::J I Standard ::J 
Logic 
Action: PriOl~Y: 
I 5 eize Delay Release ::J I Medium(2) ::J 
Resoorces: 
f;/J,,,·'J>H Add ... 
Edit 
<End of hst> 
Delete 
Del~Type: Units: Anocation: 
1 Normal ::J I Seconds ::J I N on-V alue Added ::J 
Value (Mean): StdDev: 
11731 183 
r;; Report Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 48. Process Module: RFV testing 2 
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Process Modules: "Primary Balancer 1" and "Primary Balancer 2" 
The RFV testing is followed by two parallel Primary Balancer modules. 
Process , i 
Name Type: 
lilllIMiiJJli!ii il IStandaid il 
Logic 
Actoo: Priority. 
I Seize Delay Release ilIMedl<.rn(2) il 
Resources: [Jilllld ... Add .. 
Edi!. 
<End of hst) 
Delete 
Delay Type· Units· Allocation. 
I Normal illseconds iJ I Non-Value Added il 
Value (Mean): StdDev: 
11702 la08 
W Report Statistics 
OK 1 CaneI'! Help 






I SeIZe Delay Release 
ResOtA'ces: 
<End of hst> 
r
Zi£.!Iii4jll: •• 
Delay Type: Unit. 
'I N-ormaJ----:::J-,. 1 Seconds 
Value [Me.,,): 
1152 
r.o Report Statistic, 
OK 
Type. 
:::J I Standard :::J 
PriedI' 









Figure 50. Process Module: Primary Balancer 2 
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Primary Balancer 1 is connected to RFV1 and Primary Balancer 2 to RFV 2. 
Primary Balancer 1 using resource "PB 1" has a normal delay with mean 17.02 
seconds and standard deviation of 0.808 seconds. Primary Balancer 2 using 
resource "PB 2" has a normal delay with a mean 15.2 seconds and Standard 
Deviation of 0.59 seconds. These two stations is also "Non-Value Added". 
Process Modules: "Weight Application 1" and "Weight Application 2" 
The two parallel Primary Balancer process modules are followed by the 
two Weight Application Modules respectively. The delay for Weight Application 1 
using resource "Labor 3" is "11 + LOGN(7.51, 6.32}" seconds and for Weight 
Application 2 with resource "Labor 4" is "8 + 16 * BETA(1.24, 1.2)" seconds. The 




1- iJ I Standard iJ 
Logic 
Action: Prior~y: 
I Seize Delay Release iJ IMedium[2) iJ 
Resources: [Mia",. Add", 
EdiL 
< E nd of list> 
Delete 
Delay Type: Units: Anoeation: 
I Expression iJ ISeconds iJ I Value Added iJ 
Expression: 
I" + LOGN[75U32) iJ 
W Report Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 




1OiI&Gtli;;;;;;;;;il!E\'!ljj'iiii. ~iiii~ ii, --. -------~-::1~ 1 Standard 
Logic 
Action: Prior~y: 
'-1 S-eiz-. D-.-I'V-R-el.-.,-. -------~--,~ IMedium(2) 
Add ... 
EdL 
Delay Type. Unit. AIocalion: 
1""1 E-.pr=-e • .:....sion---~.....,. r-I S-ec-ond-s----,~ r-IV-al""-A-d-de-d --~-,~ 
E!<pressiorr 
IS+16·8ETA{124.12J 
W Report Statistic. 
Figure 52. Process Modules: Weight Application 2 
Process Module: Audit Balancer 
Assemblies go through the "Audit Balancer", an inspection process with a 
"Non-Value Added" allocation after weight addition. In Model 1, there is one Audit 












Units: AIocation: i Deia¥Type 
IE KPfession 
E xpres$iorr 
31 '-S.-ooo-d-. ---3-'~ INonVakJeAdded 3 
1116 + EXPO{l 41 J 
'" Report Statistrcs 
OK Cancel H~ 
Figure 53. Process Module: Audit Balancer 
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Process Modules: TPM Retorque and ID 
This follows the Audit Balancer and is a "Value Added" activity. The delay 
is "6.22 + 4.78 * BETA{2.39, 0.897)" seconds with one resource called "Labor 5". 
Process 
Nome: Type' 




ResOUlces: [Uill_-<End of hsl> AdcL 
Edit 
Delete 
Delay Type: Units: AIocaliort 
'-::-1 Ex-pr.-ss-,on---3-'~ "'"I Se-co-nd-s ---3-'~ Ir-Va--lue-A-dde-d--3--r~ 
E>lPlession: 
1622.4,78' BETA(239. 0897) 
~ Reporl Slatistics 
, 
Figure 54. Process Modules: TPM Retorque and ID 
Decide module: Road Assembly Good 
This module incorporates the first yield percentage for road assemblies. It 
is similar in operation and values to the Decide module: "Spare Assembly Good". 
Name: Type: 





OK Cancel H~ 
Figure 55. Decide module: Road Assembly Good 
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Assign Module: Count Number of Assemblies Manufactured 
This module counts the "good" assemblies manufactured. The variable 
"ManufacturedQuantity" assigned a value "zero" before, gets a new value 
"ManufacturedQuantity+ 1" incrementing its value when entities passes through it. 
Assign 
Name: 
ICount Number of Assemblies Manufactured ~ 
Assignments: 
Vartable Manufacture uant Manulact Add ... 
<End of list> 
Edit 
Delete 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 56. Assign Module: Count Number of Assemblies Manufactured 
Assignments 
Type: Variable Name: 
IManufacturedQ uantity ~ 
New Value: 
I Manuf acturedQuantity+ 1 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 57. Assignments Module 
Record Module: Record Road Assemblies Manufactured 
This module records the total road assemblies manufactured in the entire 
replication. The type of record here is specified as "Count" and the initial value of 





11 r Record into Set 
Counter Name: 
IRoadAssemblies Manufactured iJ 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 58. Record Module: Record Road Assemblies Manufactured 
Decide Module: Check Manufactured Quantity 
Once road assemblies are rendered "Good", this module checks to see if 
the road assemblies manufactured meet the quantity specified in the order. The 
type of module is "2-way by condition". It checks if the condition that the variable, 
"ManufacturedQuantity" is equal to the variable "OrderQuantity" specified during 
order generation. If not, road assembly manufacture continues. If the condition 
becomes true, production for the current order ceases and a Signal is sent to the 













Figure 59. Decide Module: Check Manufactured Quantity 
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Record Module: Record Road Assemblies Sent for Rework 
This records the number of road assemblies sent for rework. 
Value: 
r Record into Set 
IRoadAssemblies Sent for Rewol:.iJ 
OK Cancel I Help I 
Figure 60. Record Module: Record Road Assemblies Sent for Rework 
Record Module: Record Road Assemblies Scrapped 




r RecOld into Set 
Counter Nome 
IRoadA"embloe, Scrapped iJ 
Figure 61. Record Module: Record Road Assemblies Scrapped 
Dispose Module: Assembly Scrapped 
The scrapped road assemblies exit the system through this module. 
Nome: 
r;o Record Entty Statistic, 
OK Cancel 
Figure 62. Dispose Module: Assembly Scrapped 
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Figure 63. Road Assembly Inspection Process Submodel 
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SEPARATE MODULE: SPLIT ASSEMBLY INTO TIRE AND WHEEL 
In this module, road and spare assemblies sent for rework are split into 
their components- tire and wheel and sent to the tire and wheel stations where 
they are reassigned to a different order or processed for the same order. 
Separate 
Name: Type: 
Imnt·n{illli~l1IlttijiUl.I.0.i. " "iJ I Duplicate Origr.al iJ 
Percent Cost to Duplicates (0-100): 1* 0/ Duplicates: 
Iso %,.,..'1------
OK Cancel I Help 
Figure 64. Separate Module: Split Assembly Into Tire and Wheel 
FINAL SETS AND STORAGE SUBMODEL 
Here the assemblies built and tested are batched into sets of four road 
tires and one spare tire and sent to storage. 
Batch Module: Road Tire Set 
At this Batch Module, permanent sets of 4 Road Tires are formed. The 
sets formed retain the criteria of the road assemblies and their Batch Size is 
specified as "4". The Batching rule in this module is specified as "By Attribute" 
and Attribute Name as "Entity.Type", to ensure that only batches of similar 
assemblies are formed. The batch is called as "Road TW Assembly Set". 
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Batch 
N ..... : T)'Ile: 
fil!e!i. ii'liMliiKil-~il~· I Permanent 
Balch Size-
Rule: Attribute Name: 
I By Attribute illEntityT)'Ile 
Representative Entity T )'Ile: 
IRood TW Assembly Set iJ 
Figure 65. Batch Module: Road Tire Set 
Scan Block: Check Availability of Spare Tire 
This block checks the availability of a spare tire for a batch of four road 
assemblies. The condition is "NQ(SpareTire.Queue) >= 1". If true, the batch 
moves to the next operation. If not, it waits until a spare assembly is available. 
Scan Block 
Lobel: iCheck av"ability 01 Spare Tire 
Mark Attribute_ iJ 
Ne>rt Lobel: 
C<>!"ldition- NQ{Sparehe Queue} >·1 
Comments 
OK C....,." I H~ I 
Figure 66. Scan Block: Check Availability of Spare Tire 
Remove Module: Pick Up Spare Tire 
This module removes one spare tire from the Spare Tire Storage 
(SpareTire.Queue) when a batch of four Road Assemblies arrives and sends 




'iIlli1iAl~ Queue Name: Rank of Ent~y: 
'I'""S-pa-re ...... Tir-e.--Qu-e-ue---:=J......,. I' 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 67. Remove Module: Pick Up Spare Tire 
Match Module: SpareTire matched with Road Tires 
As the name indicates, at this module the spare tire is brought together 
with the batch of four road assemblies and sent to form a set. The Number to 
Match is specified here as "2", because the four Road Tire batch is treated as 
one entity and the spare assembly as the second entity. 
Match 
Name: Number to Match: 
Type: 
I Any Entities 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 68. Match Module: SpareTire matched with Road Tires 
Batch Module: 4 Road Tires and 1 Spare Tire 
At this module the four road assemblies and the single spare assembly 
are combined to form one entity. This module depicts the combinational aspect of 




1!1_'i!l4.i'i"il~~ iJ I Permanent 




Representative Entity Type: 
IAssembly Sets 
OK I Cancel Help 
Figure 69. Batch Module: 4 Road Tires and 1 Spare Tire 
Process Module: Full Set and Stock 
This module accounts for the processing time and resource used for the 
operation to form the set of four road and one spare assembly. The delay here is 
"28 + 17 * BETA(1.16, 0.975)" seconds and the resource used is "Labor 6". 
Process 
Name: Type: 
r::IF--=ull-=-Se--:-t -an-:-d ~St-oc:-k --------ij-, I Standard ij 
Logic 
Action: Priority: 








D eIa)l T )lpe: U nits: Allocation: 
Ir-E-.p-res-sio-n---ij' I"':'IS-ec-on-ds----ij' 'IV-alu-e-Ad-de-d---ij-r ... 
E .pression: 
j;; Report Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 70. Process Module: Full Set and Stock 
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Process Module: Film Application 










<End 01 .,1) Add ... 
Edit. 
Delete 
Delay Type: Units: Allocation: 
Ir::" Ex-pr-ess-ion----~-,.I r::" S.-con-d"-, -----~---,.. r-IV.-lue-A-:-dd---,.d----~ ....... 
E xpr."ion: 
IEXPOIS) ~ 
P' Reporl Statistics 
Figure 71. Process Module: Film Application 
Record Module: Count Total Assemblies Manufactured 
This module records the total assembly sets manufactured and sent to the 
gantry for supply to the customer. It is of type "Count" and the counter is named 
"Total Assembly Sets Manufactured". 
Re<:ord 
Name: Type: 
IlmtKiJ"j~m~.ttSmi:] I Count 
Value: 
r Record into Set 
Counter Name: 
IT otal Assembly Sets Manufactur,i:] 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 72. Record Module: Count Total Assemblies Manufactured 
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Dispose Module: To Stacker 




1'7 Record Ent~y Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 73. Dispose Module: To Stacker 
Process Flowchart of Final Sets and Storage Submodel: 
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DOWNTIME DATA FOR ALL RESOURCES 
Name Type Uptime Downtime Units 
Labor 1 Failure Time 0.9965 0.0035 Hours 
Labor 2 Failure Time 0.997 0.003 Hours 
Orient Failure Time 0.9985 0.0015 Hours 
W Soaper Failure Time 0.9996 0.0004 Hours 
T Soaper Failure Time 1 0 Hours 
T Heater Failure Time 0.9953 0.0047 Hours 
Mounter Failure Time 0.9891 0.0109 Hours 
Matcher Failure Time 0.9985 0.0015 Hours 
Inflator Failure Time 0.9971 0.0029 Hours 
Simulator Failure Time 0.995 0.005 Hours 
RFV2 Failure Time 0.9984 0.0016 Hours 
RFVl Failure Time 0.9984 0.0016 Hours 
PBl Failure Time 0.9882 0.0118 Hours 
PB2 Failure Time 0.9914 0.0086 Hours 
ABl Failure Time 0.9987 0.0013 Hours 
Labor 3 Failure Time 1 0 Hours 
Labor 4 Failure Time 1 0 Hours 
Labor 5 Failure Time 0.9982 0.0018 Hours 
Labor 6 Failure Time 0.9989 0.0011 Hours 
Labor 7 Failure Time 0.9974 0.0026 Hours 
Table 1. Downtime Data for Model 1 Resources 
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STATISTICS AND VARIABLES 
Several attributes and variables have been used in this model to represent 
the real setting closely. Three attributes namely Tire Type, Wheel Type and 
Assembly type, and variables such as manufactured quantity, order quantity, 
processing times and downtimes for each operation and scrap and rework rate 
for the process are employed to execute the simulation similar to the actual 
process. Some of the statistics used for comparison are: 
1. Average Cycle time: This is defined as the reciprocal of the average exit rate of 
entities from the system. It is given by the formula: 
"Average Cycle Time = 1/Exit rate" 
Where 'Exit Rate' is the number of entities exiting the system per unit time. 
2. Work in process: WIP is the inventory of partly finished products in a production 
process. 
3. Total time per entity: The total time an operation spends on a single entity before 
it goes to the next operation. This includes the actual processing time and the 
waiting time at the operation. 
4. Resource Utilization: The percentage of time that a resource is actually in use 
during the process. 
5. Processed Quantity: This is the general term we use for total number of units of 
an entity manufactured, scrapped or reworked. 
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MODEL VALIDATION 
Results obtained from Model 1 are compared with real data from the 
assembly line. The following parameters are compared: 
1. Average Cycle Time 
a. Simulation Model 1 
Total Assembly Sets Manufactured = 190961.50 
Total Replication Length = 200 Days 
Warm-up Period = 40 Days 
Effective Replication Length = 160 Days 
Average Cycle Time = (160*20*3600)/(190961.5*5) = 12.065 seconds 
b. Manufacturing Line Data 
Apr- Mar- Feb- Jan- Nov- Oct- Sep- Aug-
Month 08 08 08 08 07 07 07 07 
Average 
Production 5102 5187 4823 4925 5159 4893 5057 5162 
Table 2. Manufacturing Line: Monthly Production Data 
Average Monthly Production = 5038 assemblies. 
Production Time per day= 20 Hours = (20)(60)(60) = 72000 seconds. 
Average Maintenance Equipment Downtime = 11.08 % 
Average Cycle Time = (72000-(0.1108*72000))/5038 = 12.708 seconds. 
Percentage Variability between real and simulation data = 
= (12.708 - 12.065)(100)/12.707 = 5.06% 
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2. Average Equipment Utilization 
a. Simulation Model 1 
Station Average 




Orient Station 0.503 
PB 1 0.4721 
PB2 0.7012 




T Soaper 0.9431 
W Soaper 0.9344 
Average Utilization 0.687746154 
Table 3. Model 1: Equipment Utilization Data 
b. Manufacturing Line Data 
Jan 60 Apr 60 Jul 87 Oct 79 
Feb 57 May 60 Aug 90 Nov 79 
Mar 58 Jun 62 Sep 90 Dec 79 
Table 4. Manufacturing Line: Monthly Utilization Data 
Average Equipment Utilization = 0.7175 
Percentage Variability between real and simulation data = 
= (0.7175 - 0.6877)(100)/0.7175= 4.15%. 
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3. First Piece Yield 
a. Simulation Model 1 
Road Assemblies Manufactured 763346.4 
Road Assemblies Scrapped 73747.7 
Road Assemblies Sent for Rework 14268.2 
Spare Assemblies Manufactured 191776.6 
Spare Assemblies Scrapped 18530.6 
Spare Assemblies Sent for Rework 3571.8 
Total Assemblies Processed 1065241.3 
Total Good Assemblies Processed 955123 
First Piece Average Yield 89.66% 
Table 5. Model 1: First Piece Yield Data 
b. Manufacturing Line Data (2007) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
89 89 84 83 84 90 90.6 91 95 93.77 93.2 93.08 
Table 6. Manufacturing Line: First Piece Yield Data 
First Piece Average Yield in 2007 = 89.64% 
Percentage Variability between real and simulation data = 




OPERATIONS MODEL II 
Model 2 represents the manufacturing scenario where five new types of 
assembly combinations are added to the existing mix of 32 configurations 
increasing the variety manufactured in the plant to 37. The new variety is in the 
form of combinations 19 and 20 inch diameter assemblies which also weigh more 
than the existing combinations. 
MODELING ASSUMPTIONS 
The following assumptions are made in the simulation model 
• Changes to existing equipment have been made only when existing equipment 
was not capable of processing new variety to meet design requirements 
(dimensional and weight variation). None of these changes are intended to affect 
the average cycle time. 
• Downtimes, scrap and rework rates of all individual resources are same in the 
three systems. 
• For operations where changes were not made to cycle time due to new variety, it 
is assumed that the changes made to accommodate design changes also takes 
care that cycle times do not change. 
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• The addition of new equipment and other changes do not affect the scrap and 
rework rate. 
• Processing costs per second increases due to additional investments made to 
accommodate design requirements. 
• Order quantities for the new variety are not actual. They are calculated based on 
reasonable estimates from existing order quantities. 
CHANGES FROM MODEL I 
• Five more types of assembly are added. 
• Processing times for new variety are different for some operations (due to 
increase in dimensions and weight). The assign module in Order Generation 
assigns varying cycle time for the operations. 
• Changes to existing resources are made only to accommodate design needs, not 
takt time requirements. 
• Additional resources were included in some cases because the resource is not 
capable of processing new variety (as they were not meeting design needs). The 
changes made were: 
-Additional Tire Soaper. -Additional Inflator. 
MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND APPROACH 
Model 2 has many modules similar to Model 1. The changes made to 
accommodate the new variety are mentioned below. 
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ORDER GENERATION SUBMODEL 
ReadWrite Module: Read Order Data 
The file from which data is read in this module is different and contains 
data pertaining to the new variety as well. It is named "Assembly orders2.xls". 
Figure 76. File Module 
Assembly Ordersl - RKordsets 
Recordsets in file: Recordset Name: 
,....R-ec-or-ds-et-Name.:............-~N.,....ame---,.d ~Range---- IRecordset 2 
o rderlnf02 o rderl nl02 Hamed Range: 
I 
Enter the named range in the Excel workbook 
that the recordset refers to. 
e,ddII.Jpdate I __ ---I __ ---' 
OK Cancel 
Figure 77. Recordsets: Assembly Orders2 
Decide Module: Check if 16 to 18 inch order 
This module checks to see if the new order generated is for Spare Tires 
(Variable: Order Number=O), 16-18 inch road tires (Variable: Order Number=1) or 
19-20 inch road tires (new variety) (Variable: Order Number=2). The type is 
defined as "N-way by condition". If the first two conditions are met, the order goes 




=--------..-, I N-way by Conditior-=oJ 
Conditions: 
Variable, OrderNumber, ==,0 
Variable, OrderNumbel, ==, 1 






Figure 78. Decide Module: Check if 16 to 18 inch order 
Assign Module: "Assign Assembly Characteristics 1" and "Assign Assembly 
Characteristics 2" 
The contrasting change here from Model 1 is the addition of a new Assign 
module after the Decide Module-"Check if 16 to 18 inch order". Also, each of the 
two Assign Modules, along with assigning the variable "ManufacturedQuantity" 
as "zero", also assigns different cycle times to five stations depending on weather 
the order is for spare assembly, 16-18 inch road assembly or 19-20 inch road 





Vall~, MwacturedQuantlt 0 Add ... 
Vatiable, Orient Cycle Time, NORMI681. O. -------' 
Edit. Variable, Mounter Cycle Time, 2 05 + 5.95' Variable, PBl Cycle Time, NORMI1702, 0 
Vatiable. PB2 Cycle Time, NOAM(152, 05 
Varlable,ASl Cycle T.me.ll.6 + EXPO[14 __ O_eiet_e----' 
<End of hst> 















Variable Name NewVaJue 
ManufaduredQuantty 
Orient Cycle Tone NORM(681,0694) 
Mounter Cycle Tone 205 + 595 • BCTA(l 59,0597) 
PBl Cycle Tone NORM(17 02, 0808) 
PB2 CyCle Tone NORM(152 059) 
ABl Cycle Tone 11.6 + EXPO(1.41) 






Variable, Orient Cycle Time, NORMI9.35, O. 
Variable, Mounter Cycle Time, 13 Edit 
Variable, PBl Cycle Time, NOAMll?, 0 80E .. 
Variable, PB2 Cycle Time. NOAMI17 5, 0.5 
Variable,AS1 Cycle Time. 13 + EXPO(l 41: Deiete 
<End of list> 
OK Cancel Help 
Assignments Iii 
Type Variable Name New Value 
1 ariable ..- ManufacturedQuantity 0 
2 Variable Orient Cycle Tme NORM(935.0694) 
3 Variable Mounter Cycle Tme 13 
4 Variable PBl Cycle Tme NORM(17, 0.808) 
5 Vanable PB2 Cycle Tme NORM(17.5, 0.59) 
6 Varoable AB1 Cycle Tme 13+EXPO(141) 
Figure 80. Assign Module: Assign Assembly Characteristics 2 
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Process Flowchart of new Order Generation Submodel: 
Figure 81. Order Generation Submodel 
TIRE LINE OPERATIONS SUBMODEL 
Decide Module: Check if 16 to 18 inch Tire: 
This module is added after the "Tire Heater" process module to check if 
the order is for spare assembly, 16-18 inch road assembly or 19-20 inch road 
assembly. The condition used here is however, different. It is of type "2-way by 
Condition". If the variable "OrderNumber" is less than or equal to one, the tire 
goes to the "16 to 18 inch Tire Soaper" process, otherwise it goes to the "19 to 20 




Il?illiiiimiiliiiirillr.i:miiiiiiIOii:Miii'iiIlE'imiil--------jJ'"1 12.way by Condition iJ 




OK Cancel Help 
Figure 82. Decide Module: Check if 16 to 18 inch Tire 
Process Modules: "16 to 18 inch Tire Soaper" and "19 to 20 inch Tire Soaper" 
Here an additional Tire Soaper is added to the process for the 19 and 20-
inch tires. The original resource is now called "T Soaper 1" and the new resource 
is called "T Soaper 2". The processing times are specified as same for both. 
Process ,~, l. 
Name· Type· 
JI'UlI:DSiftl.i¢i@ ::::oJ IStanda!d ::oJ 
logic 
Action: Prior~¥: 
I SeIze Delay Release ::!OJ IMedium(2] ~ 
Resources: [,¥Ii_'. Add ... 
Edit .. 
< E nd of l,st> 
Delete 
Del~ Type: Units Alocation. 
IUnlorm ::oJ ISeconds ::!OJ I Value Added ~ 
Minimum: MIllrinun: 
19 111.4 
W Report Statistic. 
OK Canc:eI Help 




l[iih:i·ltM~I •• ;tiil!tti.·iji!!.&~;!1Dtr-----~3~~ IStCf'ldard 
Logic 
Action: 
I SeIZe Delay Release 
Resources: 
<End of lISt> [5\Uii ..... 
Detay Type: Units: 
'-1 U-ni-fo'-m----3-r I Seconds 
Minimum 















Figure 84. Process Module: 19 to 20 inch Tire Soaper 
Process Flowchart of new Tire Line Operations Submodel: 
'-------11 19 t3;:: Tire 
Figure 85. Tire Line Operations Submodel 
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WHEEL LINE OPERATIONS SUBMODEL 
Process Module: Wheel Orient 
The change in this process module is, the processing time in this station 
changes for different size assemblies. Hence, the value of the processing times 
defined as, "Orient Cycle Time" is assigned by the Assign Modules: "Assign 





!mmn!l!lflj! :.:J ! Standard :.:J 
Logic 
Action: Priority 
I Seize Delay Release :.:J I fA elium(2) :.:J 
Resources: rii$ii;-- ML 
EdiL 
<End of list> 
Oelete 
Delay Type: Unit.: AIoc~ion: 
I Expression :.:J I Seconds :.:J Iv "Iue Added :.:J 
E><PIession: 
10 "ent Cycle T rme :.:J 
~ Report St~i.tics 
OK Cancel I Help 
-, -" " "_ ,_","h 
"' -""-" .,' 
Figure 86. Process Module: Wheel Orient 
ASSEMBLY AND INFLATION SUB MODEL 
Process Module: Mount Tire on Wheel 
The change here is that the processing time in this station changes for 
different size assemblies. Hence, the value of the processing times is defined as, 
"Mounter Cycle Time" is assigned by the Assign Modules: "Assign Assembly 





l:tMI'iUi,iJiIC: ::::J I S t<Yldard ::::J 
Logic 
Action: Priority: 
I Seize Delay Release ::::J IMedium(2) ::::J 
Resources: [&'''''00.'' Add .. 
Edit 
<End of .st> 
Delete 
Delay Type: Units: Allocation: 
I E "pression ::::J /Seconds ::::J I Value Added ::::J 
Expression: 
IMounter Cycle Time ::::J 
P Report Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 87. Process Module: Mount Tire on Wheel 
Decide Module: Check if 16 to 18 inch assembly: 
This module is added to check if the order is for spare assembly, 16-18 
inch road assembly or 19-20 inch road assembly. The condition used here is 
same as the decide module "Check if 16 to 18 inch tire". 
Decide 1 
Name: Type: 
1Ii!!(liiiimiiiilfliirr.I:m--;;:I:iiimiiiilln;miii~;---------::J-'. 12-way by Condition::::1 
If: Named: Is: 
I Variable ::::11"--O-rd-er-N-um-b-e-r --::::1--' ~ 
Value: 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 88. Decide Module: Check if 16 to 18 inch Tire 
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Process Modules: "Inflate 16 to 18 inch Assembly" and "Inflate 19 to 20 inch 
Assembly": 
An additional Inflation Station is added to the process for the 19-20 inch 
tires. The original is called "Inflator 1" and the new resource is called "Inflator 2". 
The processing times are the same for both the stations. 
Process 
. ',;." 1 
Name: Type: 
Ilml!!l!lu1b-\B{,f)),bml'l 3 IStandard 
Logic 
Action: Prior~y: 
I Seize Delay Release 3 IMedium(21 
Resources: rUdll •• Add ... 
Edit. 
< E nd of list> 
Delete 
Delay Type: u~s: Alocation: 
I Expression 3 ISeconds 3 IValueAdded 
Expression: 
1556 + 339 • BETA(U8, 182) 
W Report Statistics 
OK Cancel Help 
Figure 89. Process Module: Inflate 16 to 18 inch Assembly 
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PrQ(:ess lrr.. .. • 
Name: Type: 
1~!mrmj!!1m!jiili~·' •• 'I!mI.MiE·i",m@.m,i~11'J-------:iJ:!J· 1 Standa,d 
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Figure 90. Process Module: Inflate 19 to 20 inch Assembly 
Process Flowchart of Assembly and Inflation Submodel: 




SPARE ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS SUBMODEL 
There are no changes here, as the spare tires variety does not change. 
ROAD ASSEMBLY INSPECTION PROCESSES SUBMODEL 
Process Modules: "Primary Balancer 1 ", "Primary Balancer 2" and "Audit 
Balancer" 
The processing times in these stations change for different assembly 
sizes. The value of the processing times is defined by expressions, "PB 1 Cycle 
Time", "PB2 Cycle Time" and "AB1 Cycle Time", assigned by assign modules: 
"Assign Assembly Characteristics 1" and "Assign Assembly Characteristics 2" 
FINAL SETS AND STORAGE SUBMODEL 
There are no changes incorporated here, as the variation in the conditions 
for these operations does not change considerably due to the new variety. 
DOWNTIME DATA FOR ALL RESOURCES 
Due to the addition of new resources, their downtimes (shown in the table 
below) will also be added to the existing process. 
Name Type Uptime Downtime Units 
T Soaper 2 Failure Time 1 0 Hours 
T Soaper 1 Failure Time 1 0 Hours 
Inflator 2 Failure Time 0.9971 0.0029 Hours 
Inflator 1 Failure Time 0.9971 0.0029 Hours 




OPERATIONS MODEL III 
Model 3 represents a set-up where changes have been made to the production 
line in order to accommodate both, the design and takt time needs. We do not 
change the run setup parameters from Model 2 because we must compare their 
performance under similar conditions. 
MODELING ASSUMPTIONS 
The following assumptions are made in the simulation model 
• The existing equipment is capable of processing both, the current and new part 
sizes. 
• We are considering changes made only to accommodate process parameters 
(processing time, waiting time in queue etc). 
• The addition of new equipment and other changes do not affect the scrap and 
rework rate. However, downtimes of the new equipment are added to the current 
process. 
• Processing Cost per second for the new variety increases at some resources due 
to additional investments made. 
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CHANGES FROM MODEL II 
• An audit balancer is added here to eliminate this bottleneck and meet takt 
time requirements. 
MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND APPROACH 
Model 3 has most modules similar to Model 2. The changes made to 
accommodate the new variety and cycle times are mentioned below. 
ORDER GENERATION SUBMODEL 
ReadWrite Module: Read Order Data 
The file from which data is read is different here. This file contains data 
pertaining to the new variety as well and is named "Assembly orders3.xls". 
Figure 92. File Module: Read Order Data 
Note that the Recordset Info does not change here except for the 
Recordset name as the order information is the same here as Model 2. 
Assign Module: "Assign Assembly Characteristics 1" and "Assign Assembly 
Characteristics 2" 
Here, each of the two Assign Modules, assign an additional cycle time to 
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Figure 93. Assign Module: Assign Assembly Characteristics 1 
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Figure 94. Assign Module: Assign Assembly Characteristics 2 
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TIRE LINE OPERATIONS SUBMODEL 
No additional changes were incorporated here from Model 2. 
WHEEL LINE OPERATIONS SUBMODEL 
No additional changes were incorporated here from Model 2. 
ASSEMBLY AND INFLATION SUB MODEL 
No additional changes were incorporated here from Model 2. 
SPARE ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS SUBMODEL 
No additional changes were incorporated here from Model 2. 
ROAD ASSEMBLY INSPECTION PROCESSES SUBMODEL 
Process Modules: "Audit Balancer 2" 
Here an additional Audit Balancer was added as a parallel server to the 
existing station. Hence the existing Process module was renamed as "Audit 
Balancer 1" and the new station was named "Audit Balancer 2". The processing 
time of these two stations are assigned at the Assign Modules: "Assign Assembly 
Characteristics 1" and "Assign Assembly Characteristics 2" as expressions, "AB 1 
Cycle Time" and "AB2 Cycle Time" as per the variety being processed. 
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Figure 95. Road Assembly Inspection Process Submodel 
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FINAL SETS AND STORAGE SUBMODEL 
There are no changes incorporated into this Submodel. 
DOWNTIME DATA FOR ALL RESOURCES 
Due to addition of the new audit balancer (AB2) to accommodate takt time 
requirements of the new variety, their downtimes will also be added to the 
existing process. 
Name I Type I Uptime Downtime Units J 
AB2 Failure I Time I 0.9987 0.0013 Hours J 
Table 8. Model 3: Downtime Data 
DETERMINATION OF WARM UP PERIOD 
Total Average Utilization is used as a statistic to determine the warm up 
period for all three processes, by eyeballing the point in the simulation at which 
the process appears to become stable. The results obtained from the Arena 
Output Analyzer are shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 96. Total Average Utilization for all 3 models 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The 3 models are run for 10 replications with run length 200 days and a 
warm up period of 40 days .The results obtained for models 1,2 and are 
compared. 
COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
Production was scheduled to occur for 20 hours per day. The results are 
presented in the tables below: 
Entity Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Orders Processed 543.7 387.80 461.80 
Road Assemblies Manufactured 763346.40 763023.20 765036.90 
Road Assemblies Scrapped 73747.70 73655.60 74012.00 
Road Assemblies Sent for Rework 14268.20 14311.40 14375.90 
Spare Assemblies Manufactured 191776.60 187403.40 190200.10 
Spare Assemblies Scrapped 18530.60 18106.90 18369.30 
Spare Assemblies Sent for Rework 3571.80 3493.10 3592.30 
Total Assembly Sets Manufactured 190961.50 189084.50 192077.40 
Average Spare Tires in Inventory 2425.28 2650.7 4156.74 
Table 9. Average Output Data for entities 
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Resource Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
AB 1 96.15% 98.75% 35.98% 
AB2 --- --- 54.56% 
Inflator 1 64.74% 50.21% 49.42% 
Inflator 2 --- 14.55% 15.36% 
Labor 1 79.00% 78.66% 78.61% 
Labor 2 73.72% 75.43% 75.35% 
Labor 3 51.35% 50.15% 49.92% 
Labor 4 74.36% 76.15% 75.94% 
LaborS 71.66% 71.63% 71.83% 
Labor 6 61.61% 61.01% 61.98% 
W Soaper 93.44% 93.47% 93.39% 
Matcher 59.38% 59.39% 59.42% 
Mounter 58.90% 72.05% 73.16% 
Orient Station 50.30% 58.03% 58.23% 
PB 1 47.21% 46.00% 45.89% 
PB2 70.12% 75.39% 75.29% 
RFV 1 44.71% 43.64% 43.47% 
RFV2 79.85% 81.77% 81.54% 
Simulator 43.75% 44.00% 43.86% 
THeater 92.46% 92.44% 92.44% 
T Soaper 1 94.31% 68.68% 67.18% 
T Soaper 2 --- 25.62% 27.11% 
Table 10. Average Resource Utilization 
Entity Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Assembly Sets 85.7415 813.86 279.10 
Road TW Assembly Set 211.41 2888.21 574.53 
Tire 7684.38 29168.22 8484.88 
TW Assembly 7516.96 29481.07 8339.87 
Wheel 7548.89 28879.46 8387.77 
Table 11. Process WIP 
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Operation Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
Audit Balancer 1 51333.70 166288.77 14.2186 
Audit Balancer 2 --- --- 11.9138 
Film Application 8.0568 8.0984 8.0697 
Full Set and Stock 5165.47 49722.07 17103.04 
Inflate 16 to 18 inch Assembly 7.1414 543.75 533.75 
Inflate 19 to 20 inch Assembly --- 7.0044 7.0040 
Load Simulator 5.9608 5.9921 5.9939 
Load Stem 156.25 170.69 129.29 
Load TPM 20.9091 20.8800 20.7353 
Match Mark High Point with Low Point 6.5125 398.68 417.19 
Mount Tire on Wheel 6.8854 10428.70 10034.89 
Primary Balancer 1 17.8555 602.70 609.15 
Primary Balancer 2 16.0461 1492.14 1311.99 
RFV Testing 1 16.9668 1949.55 1847.57 
RFV Testing 2 61.5231 62.0298 62.0949 
Tire Heater 77.0212 76.5035 76.3845 
16 to 18 inch Tire Soaper 32.0492 33.8263 32.3055 
19 to 20 inch Tire Soaper --- 29.0425 29.8366 
TPM Retor~ue and 10 9.7172 9.7169 819.04 
TPM Scan and Torque 59.1749 58.8713 59.9031 
Weight Application 1 21.3778 936.31 723.75 
Weight Application 2 23.1230 46.0601 55.8564 
Wheel Orient 6.8122 18.1818 23.0179 
Wheel Soaper 21.5741 22.4161 23.4580 
Table 12. Average Operation Total Times (seconds) 
Time Manufactured Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Classification Entity 
Value Added Assembly Sets 520.38 532.25 533.07 
Time TW Assembly 94.9852 97.4659 97.6108 
Non Value Added Assembly Sets 210.24 213.62 209.04 
Time TW Assembly 41.9922 42.8516 41.8538 
Waiting Time Assembly Sets 412865.73 1128518.05 402607.77 TW Assembly 49948.84 159277.97 21761.62 
Table 13. Average Time Allocation for Manufactured Entities (seconds) 
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Spare Tire Inventory 
Model 1 2425.28 
Model 2 2650.7 
Model 3 4156.74 
Table 14. Average Spare Tires in Inventory During Process 
STATISTICAL INFERENCE 
The comparison of the model output in Table 9 shows that Model 1 
performs better than the other two in terms of the number of orders processed at 
the end of the simulation. However, when we look at the total assembly sets 
manufactured, Model 3 is the best performer and Model 2 is the least efficient. 
Also, from the average assembly sets manufactured numbers we can compute 
the average cycle time per assembly for the 3 Models using the formula from the 
model validation section. 
The average cycle time values obtained are displayed below: 
Model 1 = 12.06526 seconds 
Model 2= 12.18503 seconds 
Model 3= 11 .99516 seconds 
Table 15. Average Cycle Times 
. From a high-level view, the difference between the average cycle times 
in the three models might seem minimal, but for a facility manufacturing around 
10,000 assemblies a day, these cycle times can quickly compound, resulting in 
significant overtime labor and high operating expense. The average cycle times 
show that both models 1 and 2 will not be able to meet the company's takt time 
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of 12 seconds with the new variety. Model 3 only marginally meets the takt time 
requirements. So additional modifications might be required to model 3 to 
increase the positive gap between takt time and average cycle time. This would 
usually necessitate added investments to the company. 
Results from Table 10 for average resource utilization show that with the 
new variety entailing changes and additions to existing equipment, equipment 
utilization for most machines has dropped from Model 1 to Model 3. Specially, 
the stations such as the audit balancer, inflator and tire soaper show a steep 
drop in utilization. For example, the Audit Balancer Station went from being at a 
high utilization of more than 96% in Model 1, to an average utilization of around 
45% in Model 3 due to the addition of anther unit to meet takt time requirements. 
Similar observations are made for the inflator and tire soaper (t soaper) stations. 
Also, the average WIP inventory in Table 11 seems to go up significantly 
when changes were made only to accommodate design requirements. WIP 
inventory for final products (assembly sets and road tire wheel assembly sets) 
increased by more than ten times in Model 2 and parts WIP inventory (tire, wheel 
and tire wheel assembly) quadrupled in the model as compared to Model 1. This 
was mitigated a little with the equipment additions (audit balancer) in model 3. 
However, Model 1 is observed to be the one with least WIP inventory. 
The total time an entity spends at an operation (includes waiting time and 
actual processing time) shown in Table 12 seems to be very high for some 
operations, specially, at the Audit Balancer and Full Set and Stock operations in 
Model 1. This condition worsened drastically in Model 2 for more than half of the 
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operations (ex: audit balancer, full set and stock, match marking and mounting 
operations) when the new variety was added. However, with the addition of a 
new unit at the Audit Balancer Operation, waiting times almost seem to vanish at 
this station. However, this addition did not have a similar mitigating affect on the 
total times at the other stations. This validates the point that additional 
adjustments will be required to reduce total times and meet production targets. 
When we look at the manufacturing time classifications for the final 
products in Table 13, we can see that, while value added and non value added 
times remain close to constant for all the three models, there is a severe increase 
in total waiting times for the entities. This can be attributed to the increase in 
processing times and failures due to the new equipment changes. 
Also, Table 14, showing the average spare tire inventory in the system for 
the three models shows that, spare tire inventory maintained, steadily increases 
in successive models to the point where it almost doubles for Model 3. High WIP 
and inventory will result in large storage and operating costs. 
From the above observations it is concluded that with the addition of new 
variety, process changes just to meet production requirements are not sufficient. 
Several other modifications or additions are required to equipment, layout, 
scheduling and other process performance parameters to improve performance. 
The company that facilitated this research estimates that an investment of 
approximately $5.34 million would be required to go from the scenario in Model 
1 to that in Model 3. With an investment of this magnitude, even though 
performance measures such as average cycle time improved marginally, these 
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additional, but occasionally used resources result in high WIP inventory, lower 
resource utilization and increased waiting times and parts inventory. Another 
observation made was that, while Model 1 seemed to have consistent results for 
all ten replications, there seemed to be a lot of variability among replications in 
the key performance measure values shown for Models 2 and 3. This provides 
proof that system variability increased significantly due to product mix and 
equipment changes. According to six sigma principles, this variability is the 
number one enemy of for industries and can result in severe product and process 
quality issues. So, the companies need to make these trade-offs between 




CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
An objective of this thesis was to capture the effect of product variety on 
key performance measures in the manufacturing environment. The facility where 
this research was conducted has already employed several lean strategies such 
as JIT manufacturing, pull inventory systems, zero setup times and flexible 
automation. Previous research suggests, that these strategies can have an 
assuaging effect on a facility's production performance when new product variety 
is introduced. While, for a non "lean" facility, the effect of product proliferation can 
be disastrous as indicated by earlier studies, our simulation models show that 
even with the application of some lean manufacturing principles such as one 
piece flow, some key production performance parameters can deteriorate with 
changes in product mix. The need to manufacture greater variety can force a 
facility to add more resources to meet production requirements and demand rate, 
which can reduce machine utilizations and create new bottlenecks in the 
process. Thus a relatively simple and lean manufacturing process can get very 
complicated and create unstable outputs, which is believed to be the root cause 
for quality problems. Thus an initiative made to increase production, market 
share and profits can end up creating losses for a company if some of the above 
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issues and future implications are not considered before making these 
investments. 
Also, we observed during our data collection that, as Child et al (1991) 
suggest, a majority of the orders received by the facilitating company were from a 
smaller sample of the total variants it offers. So, with the introduction of new 
configurations, which can have different characteristics associated with it (such 
as increased dimensions and weight in this case), recognizing the top 20 to 30 
percent variety which has the highest impact on a company's business in terms 
of sales and investments, and making trade-off decisions based on this will be 
vital. Simulation, can act as a decisive tool in such cases giving an insight to the 
long-term effects of product variety before it is actually introduced into the 
system. 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
We believe, this research strongly advocates the use of simulation to 
assess the future impact of changing product variety instead of analyzing this 
effect after introducing new variants into the system. However, due to time 
constraints and the need to keep the model simple and more generic, some of 
the complexities in the manufacturing environment such as transfer time between 
stations, finite queue lengths and raw material availability were not included in 
this model. Also, the scrap and rework rates are considered to be consistent for 
all the three models. The variability in these metrics in the real world could also 
have a significant impact on the effects due to product variety. 
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The use of discrete-event simulation as a proactive tool in assessing the 
effect of product variety can be extended to other manufacturing and non-
manufacturing industries. One observation that was made during the literature 
review of this thesis was that, the issues caused due to product variety and 
solutions provided to tackle them can be fairly industry specific. Hence, one of 
the potential areas for further study can be on how simulation models can be 
generalized further so as to accommodate more manufacturing and non-
manufacturing environments into a model and absorb changes due to variety 
more effectively. Also, more research can be conducted on the effect of product 
variety on the process with variable scrap and rework rates, presence of set-up 
times and including time dedicated to non-production activities such as 
maintenance downtimes and line stoppages. These would give a further insight 
to the impact of product proliferation on the industry and when combined with 
market analysis data can be used as a means to assess business risks and 
return on Investments more effectively. 
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